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Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh,
Shalom,
Om Swastiastu,
Namo Buddhaya,
Greetings of virtue to us all.

ALSA Local Chapter Universitas Gadjah Mada or ALSA LC UGM is
one of 14 local chapters spread throughout Indonesia. In its 29-
year journey, ALSA LC UGM has developed into an organization that
accommodates the potential, interests, and talents of its members
through working programs that have an impact not only on its
members but also on society.

I would like to thank God for the grace and mercy that has been
given to us. I would like to show my appreciation to the people who
made this happen, to the people who have been tirelessly and
continuously making JUSTIFY a creative magazine.

JUSTIFY is considered the magnum opus of ALSA LC UGM’s creative
artwork. This information is passed along by our finest’s writers and
our most creative designer. Ideas and creativity are the main core
of JUSTIFY so that the readers can enjoy all of the content that has
been given in this magazine.

To conclude, I present to you, JUSTIFY by ALSA Local Chapter
Universitas Gadjah Mada.

Wassalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh,
Shalom,
Om Shanti Shanti Om,
Namo Buddhaya,
Greetings of virtue to us all.

ALSA, Always be One!

Zuhdi F. Ariawan
Director of ALSA Local Chapter Universitas
Gadjah Mada 2021/2022
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Any ideas on what we should put in
our Justify magazine?

Our interns' 
best articles!

A few remarks from 
our BOD! An event review! A meme.

For legal reasons, the scene depicted above is
neither based nor inspired by real events, none
of our staff was injured in the making of JUSTIFY
Magazine**
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College is like entering a completely
different world. High school provides
you with a strict timetable for students,
a "slower" study pace, and a teacher
who will always discipline you. In
college, on the other hand, you are
expected to manage your own time,
choose and register for your own
classes, study the assigned reading
materials for at least 1 to 2 hours before
classes begin, and be self-responsible
for the tasks assigned. It is uncommon
for lecturers to remind you of your
unfinished work. Due to these
significant differences, many freshmen
– and even sophomores – appear to
struggle on dealing with academic
issues as well as balancing homework,
social life, and college life. In this
section of JUSTIFY’s article, the Author
has provided you with her top 5 (five)
approaches on balancing those issues,
which may help readers in need.

Second, remember to keep a separate
note for college-related information,
such as lecture notes, homework
deadlines, reading materials, group
assignments, and so on. Any of these
lists can be kept in binders, notebooks,
and folders, or if you prefer, digitally,
there are great apps like Google
Calendar and Notion. 

1. Be organized
The first step is to learn how to be
organized. One method is to begin each
day by making a list of the tasks that
you intend to complete. This could
include getting up, preparing for
college, attending classes, meeting
with friends, and even watching your
favorite TV show or K-Drama. 

After you have jotted everything down,
create a priority scale to determine
which tasks are the most important.
The simplest method is to place items
with the shortest deadlines at the top of
the list and those with the longest
deadlines at the bottom. Leisure
activities with no deadlines, such as
watching movies, hanging out with
friends in a cafe, and playing games,
can be incorporated in your free time.
The most important thing is that your
leisure activities do not prevent you
from finishing your obligations on time.
This brings us to the final point, which is
time management. Remember to set a
time limit for each action to create
balance between leisure and academic
activities.

TOP 5S: LAW STUDENT’S
SAVVY APPROACH

TOWARDS TACKLING
DAILY ISSUES

TOP 5S: LAW STUDENT’S
SAVVY APPROACH

TOWARDS TACKLING
DAILY ISSUES

Article by: Molas Harman
Staff of Law Development 2020



2. Discipline is the key to success
A wise man once said, “You will never always
be motivated, so you must learn to be
disciplined.” Our second point is about the
importance of discipline. Many college
students procrastinate studying and doing
homework for one simple reason: "lack of
motivation." The Author would like to express
her thoughts on two (things) in this matter. The
first is that how "motivation" works is not how
we think. We often think of "motivation" as
something that appears out of nowhere and
inspires or energizes us to do something. That
is also why people procrastinate when
studying or doing homework; they watch
movies, hang out with friends, or even do
nothing whilst waiting for a sudden
"motivation" to urge them to study. 

Second, there are times when you feel like
you have "no motivation" and are too lazy
to start doing something to "create" such a
scene. This is where discipline comes into
play: study when it's time to study, play
when it's time to play, and stick to your
timetable based on your established
priority scale.

3. Try bits of everything!
The third point is to try a little bit of everything
while in college. College is more than just a 4.0
GPA. Especially as a law student, it would be
extremely beneficial to broaden your
connections and learn about "law-in-action"
by joining organizations, participating in legal
competitions such as moot courts, mediation
and/or negotiation competitions, legal
drafting competitions, legal researches, and
even legal internships.

5. Have fun!
Last but not least, remember to have fun
and make unforgettable memories during
your college years. Law school is a four-
year roller coaster ride, so make the most
of every moment!

The reaction to that action, such as feeling
smart or having a lot of curiosity, could
"create" that motivation.

4. Be yourself
The fourth point, which relates to all of our
previous points, is to remind you to always be
yourself and to be aware of your own capacity.
Do not compare yourself to others in both
academic and extracurricular activities. Some
students prefer to study/work the day before
the assignment is due, while others do not.
Some students can handle two competitions
and internships while pursuing their studies,
while others cannot. And it's perfectly fine. Set
your very own goals and priorities, and stick to
them.

In reality, motivation is something
that is created. If you lack
motivation to study, the only way to
get motivated is to start studying. 
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My reference for what life as a law student
would look like came solely from how it is
portrayed in western pop culture. As a first
generation law student, and as someone with
a shabby less-than-extensive social network,
I had no choice but to turn towards those
movies and tv-shows to see glimpses of their
portrayal of law school in some regard.
Whether this be witnessing Elle Woods go
through the glitz, glamour, trials, and
tribulations of the prestigious ivy league Yale
as a woman, or even watching the Keating 5
juggle the preposterous workload of being a
law intern, keeping up with academics, and
covering up murders. Regardless,
nonsensical as may be, it certainly painted a
vivid picture of how rigorous yet exciting law
school could be.

We’re now three months into the first
semester. Both days of utter boredom and
sleepless nights have both passed. As
expected, it is absolutely nothing like the
movies or tv-shows I watched. At least if
we’re trying to make a surface level
comparison. My days are not nearly as
exciting, and classes have actually been
pretty manageable (thus far, that is. Wouldn’t
want to risk jinxing myself). But if I were to
take a magnifying glass and zoom in into the
more minute aspects of my law school
experience to date, I could actually identify
certain aspects that mirror what I saw in
those movies I grew up with. I see in myself
Elle’s determination and the Keating 5’s
ambition. Though our journey might not be
nearly as perilous, it is driven by the same
goal of wanting to obtain a law degree to do
good and prove ourselves as capable
individuals. With that, I’ve compiled a short
list of what I consider to be personal
essentials that I’ve clung to these past couple
weeks in hopes of achieving the same
success that Elle and (some) of the Keating 5
have;

The first thing is not a tangible item, but a
mindset that I believe everyone should have.
That is, having no qualms about questioning
yourself, your values and beliefs, and
determining what type of experience you’re
expecting to get out of University. I recognize
that setting goals so early on when there is
still so much that we have yet to discover
may seem a bit redundant. But having a
clear vision early on of what you want to
prioritise will be an immense help in keeping
yourself afloat in the ocean of possibilities
and opportunities that law school presents.
One of my first realisations when I first started
University is that I couldn’t have everything I
thought I wanted to have. Time is the most
precious sacrifice to be made. Fear of Missing
Out is real. But during those times when I feel
like I am not doing enough or doing too
much, I remind myself of those goals I set for
myself during the beginning of my journey. I
ponder upon what it is I truly want and allow
myself to daydream of who I see myself
becoming. Every journey requires a compass. 

The second is a set of tools I could never live
without. Now I’m not an incessant planner by
any means, but I do have moderate short-
term memory loss, and having a tool with
which I can organise my academics and
organisational work is crucial. That’s where
Google Keep, Google Calendar, and Notion
come into play. There are actually lots of
different platforms you could use to set up a
schedule, to-do list, and others of the sort.
But I find that a combination of the three is
most effective for me. Google Keep is useful
for daily to-do lists and short descriptions of
tasks you want to accomplish that day to get
a general overview. 

The 5 Law School Essentials:
How to Stay Afloat 01
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Article by: Sabina K. Zildji 
Intern of Funding 2022



Level up one tier and you’ll get Google
Calendar where you can get a birds eye view
of all your upcoming assignments and
deadlines, as well as a more comprehensive
hourly breakdown of what you plan on doing
each day. And finally, the top tier of
organisational tools belongs to Notion.
Though it requires a healthy amount of effort
and intention to set up, once personalised,
could function as your go-to dashboard for
everything. From class notes, to task specs, to
comprehensive detailed explanations of
each assignment that you have to do. Notion
is the central database to my University life. 

Building a support system you can rely on.

The fourth involves healthy coping
mechanisms and knowing what works to
calm you down when things do get too much.
The previous three points have referred to
things that would help ensure a positive law
school experience. 

The fifth and last suggestion I absolutely
stand by is perhaps the simplest. The art of
being mindful. Mindful of your thoughts, your
actions, of your intentions. Mindfulness
reflects upon all four of the points I have
previously mentioned. I believe that though it
may appear to be the simplest, it is the most
challenging to adopt consistently.
Mindfulness is a philosophy and state of
mind that will make your experiences as a
law student significantly more enjoyable. 

Law and its scope must be delivered through
assertive, firm, and clear words. It is a subject
in which purposiveness, justice, and certainty
must be provided since law encompasses
human interest to the most vital necessaries.
This statement is endorsed and affirmed by
Cicero in his book, De Legibus. He once
introduced the principle, Salus populi
suprema lex esto which means the health
(welfare, good, salvation, felicity) of the
people should be the supreme law.

Being intentional about forming connections
with people you feel like you can trust, and
also not being scared to reach out to people
you would never expect forming bonds with.
Socialising in new environments may seem
daunting, but the outcome of the seeds you
sow far outweigh the embarrassment of
waving at someone you thought you knew
only to get ignored. Find the people who can
fuel your fire. Who may have different goals
and ambitions, but with whom you can
exchange passions and dreams. Find your
people but trust that your people will
naturally gravitate towards you too

But this one comes in handy when we
inevitably face the reality that law school is
not a piece of cake that can be taken lightly.
In those times when you feel overwhelmed
and the fog that hazes your mind simply
won’t clear up, identifying what actions you
could take to cope and make yourself feel
better is the best form of self reprieve you
could possibly give yourself. This involves trial
and error. Try a wide array of things; whether
that be going on a netflix binge, ordering in
junk food, going out to exercise, or hanging
out with your friends. Find what works for you,
and practice healthy habits. 
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When life brings you lemons and
things get tough, it’s easy to
forget that you’re not on this
journey alone.

Law Student 101: 
How to Be Legally Cool
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Law school is a place labeled with assumptions and thoughts such as
intricate workload, hard to understand, and even unapproachable. The
vastly spread stereotype of law school as a place in which students are only
taught to memorize, read books, and analyze journals is concerning. While it
is partly true, law, law students, and the fields being learned in it are not
necessarily literal. In fact, there are a lot of fun pedagogies of law. For
instance, many law schools implement the Socratic method as a way of
teaching which involves a lot of interaction and rising of questions. The
author who is currently studying in the Faculty of Law, Universitas Gadjah
Mada could vouch that such an interactive way to conduct a class exists.
Here, law students are even encouraged to not only learn in a common
classroom but also in other places as long as fruitful lessons could be gained
from each respective area. This paper agrees with the previous method and
supports law students across the country to adopt it. 

While it is not easy and seems intricate to be a perfect law student which in
fact not a mandatory thing, being a proper and distinguished law student is
still possible. Therefore, law students must start the action of rebranding. The
exclusive and standoffish attitude is obviously not in the nature of law
students, and it is important for them to remove this perspective. Law
students must set an example to society and prove that law as a discipline is
easily understandable. In conclusion, law students carry out duties that are
bigger than looked like so being both legally and theoretically certain while
cool and fun are strongly needed.

In addition, law students must break the prior false stereotype of law school
by doing several efforts. First, law students are bound to be adaptive since
there are many kinds of laws regulating different aspects of a certain
jurisdiction. Law students are suggested to learn other work fields such as
healthcare, economy, engineering, etc. By understanding other sectors, the
law student will be viewed as inclusive and approachable. Second, law
students are advised to present and deliver themself well. However,
presenting oneself properly does not always interpret as having good
physical looks but sometimes building personality is essential, too. Third, law
students must be decisive. It is true and considerably recommended for law
students to prioritize networking. Nonetheless, a firm and zealous attitude
still should be minded for it is unwise for law students who are subject to
legal certainty to be easily persuaded. 

However, in daily life, law scholars cannot merely explain public who does
not have advanced knowledge of the law and its wordy terms and expect
them to understand. Law, regarding its certain nature, must be accessible to
everyone. The equal opportunity principle shows that everyone in some
particular jurisdiction in which certain laws are imposed deserves to have
the same chance of being treated indifferently when it comes to general
rights such as the right to have access to the law. Law students as future
legal experts are obligated to follow those concepts. Law students must be
concise while also approachable. Therefore, this paper will discuss some of
the ways to be a persuasive, fun, balanced, and proper law student.
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Instagram is one of the most popular
social media platforms in the world.
With millions of users, dissemination
of information will certainly be easier
and faster. In 2022, Instagram gave
birth to several new trends, such as
NGL, for example. NGL is an
application whose core usage is
anonymous messages, sent by
people who have your NGL link
(mostly Instagram followers). Anyone
can send messages via the link
provided by the application. Because
NGL and Instagram are
interconnected, NGL users can
respond to the contents of
anonymous messages through
instastories. NGL is almost the same
as the question box by Instagram
feature. However, the question box is
not anonymous like NGL 
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Lifestyle Trends
in 2022: Fashion,
Life, and Daily
Mishaps

Phew! Finally we have arrived at the end of the year. Some people who feel this year
has been a tough year certainly want 2022 to end quickly. However, before it really
ends, let's review some interesting trends in this one year!

In some quarters, this trend is starting
to be misunderstood. With its
anonymous nature, some people take
advantage of this feature to bully. Still
on the same social media platform,
another trend has also emerged after
Instagram launched a new feature,
namely Add Yours. This feature allows
users to exchange messages via Insta
Story according to the context in the
Add Yours template. Recently, the most
popular add your templates are
“month recaps” for example April
dumps or September leftovers which
are usually posted by users at the end
or beginning of the month.

Instagram Trends 2022: what''s hot?

Article by:
Muhammad Fahrezi Ranindyasa
Staff of Intenal Affairs 2021 



The trend for 2022 that is no less “broken” is the Sikok bagi duo song. This song has
gone viral on the TikTok platform since a woman from South Sumatra sang sikok
bagi duo at a wedding. Sikok bagi duo themselves, it means one divided by two in
the palembang language. Finally, all social media was enlivened with a sikok bagi
duo. Usually, the parody video is carried out in groups in one short video. however,
it turns out that the meaning of the song is an invitation to take illegal drugs, so the
woman who made this song viral was immediately summoned by BNN and her
urine checked xixixixixi.
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Coming from the world of fashion, new names have been born, namely Mamba,
Kue, and Bumi. This term originates from men expressing their opinion about
women's fashion tastes. Finally, the terms mamba, cake, earth have gone viral. the
meaning of mamba is a person who is dressed predominantly or all in black, so
that he looks like a black mamba. Cake boy/girl is a term for those who wear
bright/pastel/color block clothes, like the color of cake. while the earth is
emphasized by people who dress in earth tones, for example brown, beige,
terracotta, etc., so that they resemble earth colors that seem warm.

The next fashion trend is the return of the “glory” of the crocs sandals. This crocs
brand shoe had once been a dream for all ages. however, gradually crocs sandals
are considered old school sandals and are slowly being abandoned. in 2022, crocs
sandals are back on the surface with fantastic prices. One pair of these sandals
ranges in price from 800-1 million not yet with jibbitz (crocs sandal accessories)
which is priced at around 200 thousand rupiah. however, many young people are
willing to spend their money to follow this trend. are you interested?

Last but not least, of course the breakthrough of Citayem Fashion Week which is a
new trend in the world of fashion in Indonesia. This trend started with Citayam
youths who often visited the SCBD area to fill their free time. so crowded Citayam
people in this area with distinctive fashion, all the media then highlighted the style
of dress which over time this became booming as Citayem Fashion Week. Several
Indonesian celebrities also attended, wearing clothes resembling Citayam youths.
In fact, at that time, the Japanese media covered this big phenomenon that was
happening in SCBD. not only that, thanks to this trend, some people who have the
"citayem" fashion are suddenly famous with job offers here and there. This proves
that fashion and the world of models don't have to be synonymous with expensive
& branded clothes or slim bodies. only with confidence and still be yourself, then
the perfection in you will appear!

So, that's a recap of some of the things that are trending
this year. Which trend have you tried?



There’s a saying going around
recently that quiet is the new loud
and that when money talks, wealth
whispers. The term quiet or coded
luxury is being introduced to a wider
mass in this post-pandemic era.
Luxury that was once considered
reserved for only a small portion of
society, too expensive for most to
afford, and treated with awe, now—
several decades later—have become
democratized, thanks to the rise of
social media and influencer culture.
Quiet luxury is specifically becoming
the latest trend and a lot of people
are jumping on this bandwagon.

Loud luxury focuses on displaying
pieces with monograms that are
easily spotted and recognizable to
most of society. It can be spotted in
the world’s most elite luxury fashion
houses, like Louis Vuitton, Gucci and 

Balenciaga,  that  showcase  their    
collections   in   fashion   weeks
around the world, dress celebr-
ities wear  for big events on the 
red   carpet   and  invest   in   big
marketing  campaigns  in  order
to promote it globally.  It relies on 
the  social  status  associated with 
the brand  as an  important factor 
to drive desire and  consumption. 
Now,   we   have   come  to  the
million-dollar    question. 
What is considered
quiet     luxury?    
Is it  actually 
something
w  o  r  t  h
spending 
y  o  u  r
precious
money 
on?   

Does Mark Zuckerburg’s Shirt
Actually Cost $300?

The Rise of Quiet Luxury
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In contrast to loud luxury, quiet luxury
is associated and known for its high
quality and tailored pieces made with
sustainable fabrics, such as cotton,
leather and wool, that not only will
last you years, but also never go out
of style. Quiet luxury tends to stay
away from prominable monograms.
Even when they use any sort of
monogram, they will choose
something small and minimalist, not
something that is considered eye
catching. It is not centered on
conveying status or social class;
instead, it focuses on heritage, quality
and craftsmanship. Thus, if you have
money to splurge on one day, quiet
luxury items can be kept for several
years to come and still remain
fashionable from season to season.
You can even start building your very
own capsule wardrobe full of staple
clothings that are ready to wear
again  and again,  as  many  times as 
  you like.   Examples   of  quiet   luxury 
    brands   that   you   probably   don’t    
   hear  much   about  are:  Loro  Piana, 
  Brunello         Cuccinelli,         Valextra, 
 Delvaux, Kiton, and Brioni. 

The trend and demand for quiet
luxury are currently on the rise, with
consumers shifting from conspicuous
and  impulsive  purchases  to  a more 
              meaningful one, with a deeper 
                  personal   fulfillment  that  is
                       backed up with consider-
                           ation,  instead  of  being 
                              determined    by     the 
                                social     status    they 
                                 might  gain from the 
                                   external logomania 
                                     validation through
 

others. More celebrities are also
adding quiet luxury items to their
wardrobes, gaining attention and
interest from the public eye. 

Just like the picture above,
sometimes less is more, clean and
minimal aesthetics, high-end fabrics
or antique fabrics rediscovered and
interpreted to give value to research,
are the key components of a simple
and discreet luxury that presents
visual codes that define the identity
of quiet luxury and make it
recognizable. 

Article by:
Azrene Humayra Marpaung 
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Year 2019, the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic that overthrew the world.
Viruses spread and pandemics arose.
The pandemic has changed the way
people live. Many things have to be
transformed into indirect interaction
alternatives. Online-based work is the
only way to cover this situation for the
world to still be running and for people to
live. People were naturally forced to
follow online lifestyles to provide them
with supplies for survival, especially
during the lockdown. The citizens wanted
to go out of their houses because they
were scared of the spread of COVID-19.

School, work, grocery shopping, retail
shopping, necessities, and interactions
are held online through an electronic
device. This phenomenon has been
happening in linear motion for two years,
So it’s created a new society that is highly
dependent on digital technology. This
was proven by the Badan Pusat Statistik
of the proportion of individuals who
possess smartphone amongst the ages
of 25-64. This data shows that in the year
2019, the proportion is 72,341%, whereas in
2022 it has risen to 90,44%. This
percentage clearly  shows  a  significant 
 increase of smartphone users.

The increasing number of smartphone
users also affects the percentage of
screen time, specifically on social media
and e-commerce. During the pandemic,
influencers have become more popular,
especially with the coming of new
applications like TikTok and the new
feature of short videos on YouTube,
Instagram, and Facebook. Contents
shared through those platforms come
with various themes, such as cooking,
vlogging, travel, self-improvement,
education, music and fashion. In our
social media timeline, contents keep
being added and renewed in every
millisecond. Moreover, social media
works with an artificial intelligence that
shows content based on the things we
are currently interested in.

Fashion content on social media is a type
of content that the Author would like to
highlight. During the pandemic of COVID-
19, fashion content has been everywhere.
It’s uploaded on many digital platforms
like YouTube, where it provides longer
content like clothing hauls and cooking
vides. Not to mention, there are also 
 shorter versions like Instagram Reels, 

PANDEMIC 
which Leads to

FASHION
TRANSFORMATION

Article by: Theresia Averina Florentina
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YouTube Shorts, and TikTok, which provide
content like short hauls, look books and
vlogs. Fashion content will always be social
media users' all-time favorite content.

“Racun Shopee” is a huge trend in
Indonesia. It is a trend where influencers
give an honest review and
recommendations on clothing pieces that
they buy online. If the product is good
quality and sold at an affordable price, it
will usually be sold out fast. This trend is
typically uploaded to YouTube (longer and
more detailed version) as well as TikTok
and Instagram Reels (shorter, faster, and
more cinematic version). All of this fashion
content gives people a guide on how to mix
and match clothing pieces and influences
other people to wear decent outfits.
Furthermore, fashion brings a pleasant look
and confidence to anyone who wears it.
This physical thinking leads people to be
impulsive buyers and hedonists. Impulsive
culture is also fostered by fashion contents
and advance shopping applications like
Shopee, Tokopedia, BliBli, JD.ID, Tix.Id, etc.

This sequence of phenomenon during the
COVID-19 pandemic leaves a big impact on
society's fashion sense, especially in 

the younger generation. Trends and
fashion transformations have a much
greater influence on younger generation
who lives and grows with electronic
devices. The fashion transformation was
piloted by fashion content and advanced
shopping platforms. All of this did make a
visible difference in the way people used
to dress before the pandemic and how
they dress after the pandemic has
happened. Before the pandemic, people
were a bit more careless in their own way
of dressing. Contrary to this, after the
pandemic, most people put a lot of care
and effort into the way they dress.
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ENCOURAGE
WEARING

BATIK 
AS

INDONESIAN
HERITAGE

Indonesia is a diverse country with people
from various parts of the country. From
the diversity comes various handicrafts
and arts in Indonesia. Batik is one of the
benefits of cultural diversity and
handicrafts in Indonesia. Batik is an
Indonesian characteristic that is not
owned by other nations because it was
created and developed nowhere else but
in Indonesia. One of these advantages
should make us feel appreciative to be
an Indonesian citizen. However, as the
current era progresses, many cultural
heritages and works owned by Indonesia
are dissipating due to inadequate
preservation for the current generation.

Batik is an inheritance from Indonesian
ancestors, which is a combination of art
and technology that   dates   back  to  
 the   nation’s origins. It is a cultural
product that is identified as national
identity that is capable of displaying a
tradition that exists in Indonesia, as well
as philosophically, then through the
depiction  of  the  motifs  and  colors  that 

exist in batik and the fabrics in the
products produced. According to this
understanding, batik is a form of pride
that the entire Indonesian citizens should
preserve so that it cannot be claimed by
other nations or erased in the future
because it shows the identity of
Indonesia.

The use of batik will usually be followed
by using jarik cloth as a complement.
This jarik cloth is also one of the forms of
work and culture that Indonesia has
because it is mostly used in special
events, such as weddings. However, there
are ways to preserve batik and jarik that
can be adapted in modern era. This is
because at this time we are entering the
era of information disclosure and the
rapidity of globalization, which makes
other alternative offers much more
attractive to the younger generation,
apart from the cultural development for
batik and jarik. The youngsters can use
batik and jarik as  daily  outfits  in 
 various  styles. 
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Article by:
Stephanie Novena Eva Prasetyo
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There is also a movement called
#BerbatikBersama and #BerkainBersama
on social media to raise the awareness of
Indonesian people to proudly wear batik
and kain every day.  

The role of local wisdom is also necessary
to the sustainability in the culture of
applying batik and jarik cloth as one of
the preservations carried out in the
current generation. The application of
ways to preserve also follows current
developments wherein the existing
development situation, conservation is
carried out with a policy of applying the
rules of using batik and jarik in various
ways or certain conditions as a tradition.
The role of this local wisdom lies in
developing the batik and jarik culture by
providing practice to learn and
comprehend as the basis for preserving
the existing culture adapted to the
existing local culture. So, with this, there
will be a depiction of patterns and motifs
that are thick with regional   culture and
philosophy native to Indonesia itself,
which causes the formation of a
characteristic unique to Indonesia.

The government also has a role in
carrying out cultural sustainability in
batik and jarik cloth, where they
implement a regulation to make its use
mandatory. Examples of the
implementation of this policy can be seen
in school students and also civil  servants  
who  are  required  to  use batik and
traditional clothes on certain days as a
way to preserve cultural wisdom and also
the beautiful works owned by Indonesia. It
is applied especially in the field of
education because   education  is  a  
 determining factor in the life of a
cultured nation, so implementing this
policy is considered as one of the best
ways to preserve  batik  and  jarik  culture  
for  the 
 

people of Indonesia.

One concrete example is the customary
law where people wear traditional
clothing, for instance in form of batik and
jarik in Yogyakarta every Pahing Thursday.

Thus, batik and jarik cloth can be
considered one of Indonesia’s precious
cultures. Its development and
preservation must continue in order for
future generations to appreciate how
beautiful Indonesia is. We, as the younger
generation, have an obligation to carry
out conservation efforts, one of which is
proudly incorporating jarik and batik into
our activities. It is included in the form of
preservation that is carried out for the
current generation by always
remembering and appreciating batik and
jarik.
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INDONESIA’S ONE
ACTIVE
VOLCANO:
MOUNT RINJANI

Indonesia lies at the intersection of the
Ring of Fire which is a very long
subduction-related volcanic and
earthquake zone. Most of Earth’s active
volcanoes are located along the Ring of
Fire. Nonetheless, Indonesia’s one of most
active volcanoes, Mount Rinjani has been
well-known for being its best
campground for climbers. Mount Rinjani,
which looms large over the entire island
of Lombok, Indonesia is the second-
highest volcano in Indonesia after Mount
Kerinci in Sumatera. The best time to trek
Mount Rinjani is from April until October
which is in the dry season because in the
rainy season usually, trekking activities
will be limited. The easiest way to get to
Mount Rinjani is to fly into the airport
located in Lombok and you will arrive at
the villages surrounding Mount Rinjani
after a 3-hour drive.

When hiking Mount Rinjani, you would find
climbing Mount Rinjani hard because of
its elevation and terrain. But even so,
Mount Rinjani is safe to climb compared
to others and its also closely monitored
through the Gunung Rinjani Observation
Post   in   the    village   of   Lawang,    and

A R T I C L E  B Y :  F A M E L A  A R F A N I  A
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warnings are sent out whenever any
volcano activities are detected. There
are two villages nearest to Mount
Rinjani, namely Sembalun and Senaru.
Senaru has more accommodations,
trucking companies, and places to eat
than Sembalun. Senaru also has
magnificent waterfalls. They are
Sendang Gile and Tiu Kelep. Besides,
Sembalun has the easier and better
side of the mountain to start trek off
from because most companies start
the trek from Sembalun. Whichever
village you decide to start the trek in,
you’ll finish in the other village so that
means you will come to all the villages
near Mount Rinjani.

12
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The attractions around Mount Rinjani
also come from two well-known
waterfalls that have been mentioned
before. There is Sendang Gile which is
the most known of them all. From
Senaru Village, you need to walk about
20 minutes to the southeast and you
will arrive. This waterfall is located 600
meters above sea level on the foot of
Mount Rinjani. The other waterfall, Tiu
Kelep, is still within the area of Mount
Rinjani National Park. The waterfall is
surrounded by a densely protected
forest. Tiu Kelep is 45 meters high
above sea level and the name Tiu
Kelep has a meaning of flying heads of
water. Locals give its name because
water flies wildly from this waterfall
due to its height. 

Not only the breathtaking views and
the sense of accomplishment will
‘reward’ you when you are climbing
Mount Rinjani, but you will also see
Lake Segara Anak and her beautiful
turquoise water. Lake Segara Anak is a
volcanic lake formed in the caldera of
Mount Rinjani over 2,000 meters above
sea level. The lake is located on the
west side of Mount Rinjani in the
village of Lawang Sembalun in
Lombok, East Indonesia. The
exhaustion of climbing Mount Rinjani
will be well-rewarded by the
breathtaking panoramic view of the
dazzling blue water of Lake Segara
Anak.

To add more features, Mount Rinjani is
a national park. In 2008, the
Indonesian Government proposed that
Mount Rinjani become one of the
official geoparks, and was soon
approved by UNESCO. Mount Rinjani
National  Park now  consists  of  66,000 



hectares of protected forest. There are
endemic yet endangered species of
fauna protected in this park. Animals
like the Indian Muntjac, the Secunda
Porcupine, Suruli Monkeys, and many
others live safely in this national park
which is all regulated by the local
government. 

Mount Rinjani is worth considering if
you are looking for a new adventure of
trekking. You will be able to see a
stunning view of Mount Rinjani.
Although it may be hard for beginners
to hike on Mount Rinjani, you still can
hire a tour company so that you will be
guided by the travel guide. Hiking on
Mount Rinjani without a guide and
porter is possible but not
recommended because it can be
dangerous. So, happy hiking!
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Copyright, trademark, and patent are
some of the terminologies used in
today’s internet circulation. These
words and other trending lingos are
usually known as subjects of
intellectual property scope.
Intellectual property refers to
creations of the mind, such as
inventions; literary and artistic works;
designs; symbols, names, and images
used in commerce. From this
definition, it shall be concluded that
intellectual property mainly concerns
intangible assets which are arguably
more prone to violation and misuse
rather than apparent beings.
Theoretically speaking, it is a fact that
one of the ways to prevent those
violations in this industry is by a
declarative announcement that one or
more work belong to their respective
authors. 

However  a constitutive manner is also
needed to give legal certainty.
Therefore, this paper is written to point
out the current circumstances of the
intellectual property trend, the citizen's
general view, 

Article by: Lila Safitri Apsari 
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Legal Rights in the
World of Social Media
and Technology

INDONESIAN LEGAL CULTURE’S PERSPECTIVE:
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION
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This number escalated rapidly from
last year, when only 175 million people
could access the internet. This data
implies that Indonesians are
inevitably exposed to intellectual
property topics, something widely
discussed on the internet. Opinions,
arguments, and questions regarding
the industry are scattered
everywhere. Many still perceive
intellectual property as something
unnecessary and trivial. However, the
Indonesian government has made
sectors aim to preserve, respect, and
protect original works or inventions. 

The state supports the creator to
declare their work or creation as
authentic permission by providing
legally binding regulations. Therefore,
no one, not even government
institutions, can copy or use them
without permission. Act No.28 of 2014
on Copyright, Act No.13 of 2016 on
Patent, Act No. 20 of 2016 on
Trademarks and Geographical
Indication, Act No.29 of 2000 on Plant
Variety Protection, Act No.30 of 2000
on Trade Secrets, Act No. 31 of 2000 on
Industrial Designs, and Act No.32 of
2000 on Layout Designs of Integrated
Circuits are some of the examples of
Indonesia government's vigorous
attempt to establish Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR). Furthermore,
based on the previous elaboration,
specific violations such as
counterfeiting, infringement,
fabrication, and confidentiality misuse
are strictly prohibited. 

and most importantly coping
mechanism of government
institutions regarding issues inside
the discussed sector in Indonesia.

Citizens of Indonesia are considerably
open to modern internet culture.
There are 210 million people that are
freely surfing the internet within the
state today. 
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Activism is the policy or action of
using vigorous campaigning to bring
about political or social change. The
social and political changes are being
pushed under the assumption they will
protect the interests of the people,
bring benefits to people’s lives, and
uphold justice and our rights. Activism
back then is different than it is now.
The Arab Spring in the early 2010s
played a huge role in starting activism
through social media. At that time,
social media acted as a catalyst for
revolution, started by a Facebook
campaign organized by Egypt’s
human right activist group in the
aftermath of the Tunisian Revolution.

The Arab Spring was a stepping stone
toward the digital revolution,
supported by the fact that technology
and information have increased
significantly in just a few years. Not to
mention, how fast information
circulates through social media, and
the increasing amount of people that
have access to social media. Without
question, the continuation of activism
on social media seemed like
something that was bound to happen
sooner or later. The real question is:
what are the benefits and
disadvantages of activism on social
media? And how do they affect our
rights?

According to Mary Joyce, in her book
titled Digital Activism Decoded: The
New Mechanic of Change, the benefits
of the internet and social media on
activism include forming public
opinions, planning, and mobilizing
movements, and making it easier for
those movements to be carried out
digitally, such as signing petitions or
donating online. How could that be?

The answer is that social media
usage has no boundaries. Information
spreads on social media not only with
incredible speed but also has a very
wide scope. With social media,
activists can not only reach out to one
another but also convey their
aspirations to the government without
going through a long and difficult
process in the bureaucratic system.
Not to mention, it can reach people
from another side of the world in such
little time, which in turn helps widen
and push the movement, because
pressure from the international world
is much more effective. For example,
putting those in power under the
spotlight, especially with everyone all
around the world watching, will make
them think twice and this is especially
true for regulations making and
upholding the implementation of
legal rights.
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HOW ACTIVISM
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

OUR RIGHTS
Affect

For some people, it might be
unrealistic how activism in the virtual
world can have an impact on our real
life because they think digital activism
doesn’t have any significance, after
all, what is the use of doing a
campaign online, signing a petition
and donating against a real-life
problem that has been rooted in our
society for years? But the fact is,
public participation and social media
do have real power, even against
those in power. For example, The Law
on Sexual Violence Crimes which has
been long overdue finally passed the
bill in 2022 thanks to a move from the
community, which had been done
mostly digitally for the last few years.
Some other examples are
(remembering how flawed our justice
system and law enforcement are) a
lot of sexual violence and domestic
abuse cases could be legally
processed more easily, the victims
could get justice more easily, and the
perpetrator gets more harsh
punishments, both legally and socially
after the victims or their family
member spread whatever injustice
that had done to them on social
media.

On the other hand, the limitless
boundaries of social media are also a
downside of digital activism. 

First, because of how common it is to
see horrible things that are
happening all around the world on
social media, people started getting
desensitized. Especially since the
pandemic started. to not take things
seriously and treat real-life issues as
some sort of gossip—nothing more
than "spilling the tea." This is
especially true about sexual violence
cases, especially those happening in
educational institutions, where
netizens treat a sexual violence case
allegedly done by a freshman in
university and spread pieces of
information from unreliable sources
without any care in the world for the
victims.

The second is, like the main problem
with technology, people become too
reliant on social media. It is actually
saying more about our justice system
than people’s dependency on social
media when we have to wait for any
issues to become viral for those in
power to take an action, but the point
still stands because nowadays the
public takes a real-life issue that’s
being discussed a lot in social media
as nothing more than drama
(especially when it concerns
celebrities), and that they don’t want
to get involved in said “drama” when
it’s, for example, something as serious
as a domestic abuse case.

So, activism on social media has been
proven to have a real impact on our
rights, but those impacts consist of
both benefits and disadvantages.

Article by: Ratu Tshabrina Musyaffa
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Jogja Finds:
Recommending
Already-Tried
Hidden Gems!

Yogyakarta, or often referred to as Jogja, is
a tiny yet iconic city in Indonesia. It’s
heavily romanticized by those from
neighboring towns. I mean, the song,
‘Sesuatu di Jogja’, or as heavily translated
as ‘Something in Jogja’ by Adhitia Sofyan,
is a song that most Indonesians have
probably heard at least once. 

The atmosphere and the energy of Jogja
are said to be strikingly different from
other cities, most probably due to the
friendliness of the locals as well as the
strong cultural influence of the Yogyakarta
Sultanate. This ambience attracts
thousands of tourists every year. 

However, there’s more to Jogja than the
trusty & old tourist spots that we all know
and love. There are many hidden (albeit
tiny) gems in this heavily cultured city. This
essay is perfect for both locals and
tourists, and for those of you who either
want to visit other spots in Jogja or have
grown tired of the crowds at well-known
tourist spots.

Every Indonesian knows the general Jogja
bucket list: they swarm the Tugu
monument to take pictures, stop by
Beringharjo Market for batik fabrics and
knick-knacks, and at night they either
traipse through the Malioboro Street tourist
district or ride light-up cars at Alun-Alun
Kidul–the town square.
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Jogja’s 3 Best Hidden
Gems to Discover 
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If you are looking for a
more substantial
meal, coupled with a
breezy outdoor sitting
area that overlooks
an expanse of rice
fields, this is the place
for you. Pizza Times is
part of a food court
area that sells an
assortment of pizzas
and light beverages.
One slice of pizza is
already quite filling
and costs around 25
thousand rupiahs. 

It’s located in Selokan Mataram
Road, Kledokan, Caturtunggal,
Depok District, Sleman Regency.
It’s surrounded by mini food
stalls that sell other kinds of
food, as well as a shoe store
with a skate park and a photo
booth.

All in all, Pizza Times is an
excellent place to stop for lunch
if you and your friends have a
hard time deciding on what to
eat but want to hang out for a
long time.

Pizza Times,
Selokan Mataram

Pizza Times,
Selokan Mataram

For those of you who want a
quick bite, this local bakery is
the perfect place for you. My
Little Warung is a local bakery
located in the popular
Prawirotaman district, hidden
between the more well-known
cafes in the area. More
specifically Gerilya Street,
Prawirotaman 2 Road, No. 631,
Brontokusuman, Mergangsan
District, Yogyakarta. 

They serve an assortment of
freshly baked goods, which
includes cheesecakes, tartlets,
and rolls, as well as a variety of
coffees and teas. The prices of
the cakes vary from 5 to 50
thousand rupiahs a piece, which
we would say are fair prices.
During our visit, we tried their
granola cookies, madeleines,
and lemon meringue tatartlets
(which was 

a customer favorite, according
to the bakery employee we
spoke to). Our personal favorite
was the oatmeal cookie!

The place was small but very
comfortable. On their
Instagram, they explicitly state
that they don’t provide car
parking spaces. The bakery
itself consists of two floors: the
first floor features the bakery,
display and cashier as well as
limited seatings, and the
second floor is entirely used for
seatings arrangements (for
those who want to eat at the
bakery), with diner-style booths
and cute decor in warm tones.

All in all, this is a cute place to
enjoy meringues and a cup of
tea with a friend, or to buy
delicious baked goods to enjoy
at home!

My Little Warung, 

Prawirotaman
My Little Warung, 
Prawirotaman
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Buku Akik is hands down one of the most engaging bookstore slash library that we’ve ever came
across in Jogja. Located in Kaliurang Road km 12, they have an impressive range of books in both
English (strictly library collection) and Indonesian (which you can purchase). They specialize in a
wide range of topics, spanning from leftist ideology–a unique obsession with Andy Warhol, as
well as assorted classical literature, to name a few. Additionally, they sell tote bags, t-shirts, (very
pretty) postcards, and other knick-knacks. There’s even a snack bar for those who want to spend
time reading their library collections. Unfortunately, it’s not very spacious, and considering their
library books can’t be borrowed and taken home, this makes it a tad bit hard to enjoy reading
their English collections. 

Buku Akik,
Kaliurang
Buku Akik,
Kaliurang

Even so, we absolutely love this bookstore/library and will definitely come again!

A Day of Trying Out European
Cuisine in a Hidden Bakery in
Yogya’s Outskirts

Cinema Bakery–a little bakery/cafe located in
Yudistira Street, Wonorejo, Sariharjo, Ngaglik,
Sleman District (the North of Yogyakarta),
located approximately 3,7 km from UGM. The
place is quite hidden as it is shrouded with
small passageways and alleys in between
local’s residentials. As you arrive, you will be
welcomed with the view of a house similar to
the traditional house of Joglo with a sign that
has ‘Cinema Bakery’ written on it, stuck on the
top of the roof. Though the exterior looks
traditional, when you step in you’ll be served
with a really different view of a bakery. The
product arrangement and the varied menu
that's offered are far from the word
‘Indonesian’ and will automatically remind us
of countries such as France and Italy. Through
swerving the internet and further confirmed
through a short convo with the waiter, we got
the information that this bakery is owned by a
France chef–Chef Cedric, a well-known chef in
the field of bakery and desserts.

The twists and turns of college life are filled
with us stuffing up our schedules on
academics and non-academic agendas, to
name a few, tasks, competitions, and
organizations, which surely can make us feel
burnt out and tired both physically and
mentally. Those circumstances are not
something to disregard or leave in the open as
they might hinder our productivity in the future.
That’s why the attempt of ‘refreshing’ oneself
as a self-appreciation of the work that we’ve
done is the go-to solution to avoiding burnout.
This attempt is usually subjective and variable
as each individual has their own preferences,
for me, I like visiting interesting places near
me. In this brief essay, I will be sharing some of
my experiences as well as recommendations
to one of the interesting places, I’ve visited. 

I accidentally saw a video mentioning the
place when I was scrolling down my TikTok
App and eventually decided to visit this place
after my midterm. 
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It started when I was preparing for my midterm
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This bakery mainly focuses on a variety of
desserts in the form of pastries, cakes, and ice
cream (both gelato, and sorbet). Cinema
Bakery is well-known amongst the pastry-
enthusiasts as they have an authentic and
undoubtedly delicious taste with a lot options
to choose from. Even though their main focus is
directed to those with sweet tooth, Cinema
Bakery still offers other food alternatives that
have a taste that definitely can compete with
the other foods, namely quiche, pizza, salad,
etc. The price range is inexpensive (they even
have discounts at a certain time) and would
not cost you that much, that’s why it’s perfect
for all types of people that long to try out
foreign tastes with affordable prices.

Place-wise, Cinema Bakery offers both an
outdoor and indoor concept, so customers are
free to choose with their own preference in
mind, If they choose the outdoor, then they
would be served with the panorama of open
nature, enjoying the traditional countryside
vibe as there lies an expanse of rice fields and
hints of Jati Trees dispersed around the bakery,
a place isolated from all the city’s hustle and
bustle. Every table is arranged with quite a
distance so we can enjoy our little exclusive-
personal moment without hearing other table’s
giggles, and vice versa. This bakery is the
perfect place to discuss, study, or just merely
have a simple convo while enjoying its dishes.

All in all, this place should definitely be one of
the options for you to spend your weekend, as it
is definitely worth visiting. Its location is literally
hidden from the heart of the city, and its food
options which are unique and different from
your usual bakery, make them definitely worthy
of the title ‘one of Jogja’s hidden gems’ and a
must-visit!. For All Alsasians, who are interested
in visiting Cinema Bakery, this shop opens
every day starting from 07.00-20.00 WIB. I hope
you have a good time trying out my
recommendation!
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EVENT REVIEW:

sem worknas
2022

On the second day of the Semworknas 2022 is
a workshop that provides a platform for
participants to improve their legal skills
through the position cases they have been
given. Participants who have been divided
into various groups are put into the breakout
room to present their respective position
cases and then the best one is selected from
each breakout room to present the position
cases in front of the forum. During the
workshop, the participants were
accompanied by several academics as
responders to the position cases presented
by each group. The event was then closed
with a closing ceremony with an agenda of
awarding, video performance of Local
Chapters presentations, video performance
of city trips, and also a symbolic closing.

ALSA Seminar & Workshop Nasional 2022 is
expected to become a national forum for law
students in Indonesia, who join ALSA
Indonesia Local Chapters as well as the
general public to become more aware of
issues which include employment and
women's participation in the Indonesian
economy through Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs).
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On 2022, ALSA LC UGM becomes the host for
ALSA Indonesia's annual event, namely
Seminar & Workshop Nasional ALSA
Indonesia. This event went on for two days,
from Saturday, 20 August 2022 until
Sunday, 21 August 2022, which was
attended by thirteen Local Chapters and
two Observers of ALSA Indonesia. WIthin the
course of the event, Semworknas 2022 held
a National Seminar and Workshop for the
participants to attend.

On the first day, the event started with an
opening ceremony attended by the
President of ALSA Indonesia, Tanisha Zharfa
Maharani and the Director of ALSA LC UGM,
Zuhdi Fansuri Ariawan. In addition to this,
UGM's very own Swagayugama presented
Tari Pudyastuti for the participants. The
National Seminar themed "The
Participation of Women Towards MSMEs in
Accelerating Indonesia's Economy" was
filled with competent speakers, including
Ms. Rinawati Prihatiningsih,

Ms. Murti Pramuwardhani Dewi, Ms. Intan
Mustika Anggraeni, and Mr. Wisnu Hermawan.
The seminar, moderated by Ms. Nabiyla Risfa
Izzati has given many insights by each
speakers in regards to issues highlighting
women and labor in Indonesia.
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Bound By Nature Keychain
Rp10.000,00

Human Nature T-shirt
Rp90.000,00

Alternative Energy Tumbler
Rp75.000,00

ALSA Adventure T-Shirt
Rp100.000,00

ALSA Patch
Rp90.000,00

ALSA Is King T-Shirt
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Law Thing Sticker
Rp20.000,00

Worthy Bear T-Shirt
Rp90.000,00

Relatable Words Sticker
Rp15.000,00
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Rp50.000,00
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